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Profile
Dan is very accomplished and extremely creative, he’s hugely experienced in editing
trailers, TV spots and high-end advertising campaigns for TV and cinema. Dan has also
worked on a variety of other formats including feature films, music videos, corporates,
documentaries and promotional featurettes.
In the last few years Dan has concentrated on feature docs, with the Hansa Studios doc
being nominated for this year’s Best Arts or Music documentary category at the Griersons
Award. His first love is still cheese rolling, and he manages to combine this skill in all the
edits he produces.
Credits
Longform
“Suede: The Insatiable Ones” Feature length documentary. With unprecedented access
this film explores the highs and lows of Suede’s career. Featuring new interviews and
unseen footage from the bands archives.
Christie HQ for Sky Arts.
“New Order: Decades” Feature length obs doc and concert film following New Order's
collaboration with artist Liam Gillick, in conjunction with the Manchester International
Festival. The film unfolds across New Order's ∑(No,12k,Lg,17Mif) New Order + Liam Gillick: So
it goes.. tour, inspired by the reinvention of the bands catalogue. The films serves as
intimate insight into the bands historical creative working, combined with exclusive concert
performances from the Vienna shows.
Caravan Media for Sky Arts
"Road to Gymkhana Grid" Feature length obs doc follows 7 drivers including; Shane
Lynch, Ken Block and Petter Solberg in the build up to the 2017 finals of Gymkhana Grid in
South Africa, where competitors slide and drift around obstacles with the aim to complete
the course in the quickest time.
Velocity for Insight
“Hansa Studios: By The Wall 1976-90” Feature length documentary that unpicks the
extraordinary legacy of Hansa Studios through the story of the most notable and acclaimed
masterpiece albums recorded at this legendary place. Exploring the art of song writing,
innovation and originality, music production and inspiration, contextualised in the unique
setting of Berlin in the seventies and eighties. It's a film about the creativity, work and
processes of some of the most ingenious musical artists and producers of the modern age.
Christie HQ for Sky Arts
“Gregory Porter” Feature documentary following Gregory Porter’s first UK tour after the
release of Liquid Spirit through to the recording of his fourth studio album. As well as
unprecedented access, it features key contributions from established names in both the
jazz world and the broader music community.
Firerose Films in conjunction with Lipsync Productions

"Grand Prix Driver" An obs doc series follows an exclusive behind the scenes look at one
of the greatest manufactures in F1, McLaren. The series delves into the 2017 season, one of
the most crucial years in McLaren's history; with the dismissal of Ron Dennis and
appointment of rookie driver Stoffel Vandoorne.
Wilson for Amazon Prime.
“When Do You Get Off” 3 x 60min dating entertainment shows similar to Come Dine With
Me but dating on the job! One picker goes on four work dates and then picks someone to
have a 2nd date with.
Keshet Productions for ITVBe
“Mary Portas: Secret Shopper” Main series and Pre-titles. Mary Portas works with some of
Britain's best-known brands and high-street chains to give shoppers the service they
deserve. She believes that Britain is cowering under a cloud of poor customer service. By
using secret shopping, she exposes shoddy customer service and uses the evidence to give
company bosses a wake-up call. With the help of her covert cameras, she's planning to start
a retail revolution.
Optomen Television for Channel Four
“Autism as One” Feature length documentary following children in the UAE with Autism
and how they came together to put on a variety performance for The Royal Family.
Zealot UK
“Generation Rise: Middle East & North Africa” Series following the journey of athletes
from the Middle East to the 2016 Olympic Games.
Ultramarine Films for Olympic Channel
Trailers
“Tony Benn: Will & Testament” UK Cinematic Trailer
Praslin Pictures
“The Notorious Mr. Bout” UK Cinematic Trailer
Kaleidoscope
“Babylon” International Promotional Trailer
DRG
“Enemy of Man” Tease Trailer
Kaleidoscope films
“The Worricker Trilogy” Promotional Trailer
Carnival
“Berberian Sound Studio” UK Cinematic Trailer
Artificial Eye
“Storage 24” UK Cinematic Trailer
Universal
“13 Assassins” UK Cinematic Trailers 1 & 2
Artificial Eye
“Dirty Money” UK Digital Trailer
Insight Films
“The Comedian” International Trailer
Celluloid Dreams

UK TV Spots
“Guardians of the Galaxy” 1 x 30sec online vox pops spot origination, 1 x 20sec UK TV
spot adapt, 1 x 30sec UK TV spot adapt.
Disney
“The Croods” Home Entertainment TV, 3 x 30”, 7 x 20” & 6 x 10”
20th Century Fox
“Trance” Home Entertainment TV spots, 10” & 20”.
20th Century Fox
”Rise of the Guardians” Home Entertainment TV spots 3 x 10” & 3 x 20”
Paramount Pictures
“Now is Good” Theatrical TV spots 10”, 20” & 30”
Warner Brothers
“X-Men: First Class” Home Entertainment TV spots 10” & 20”
20th Century Fox
“Green Lantern” Theatrical TV spot 20”
Warner Brothers
“Homeland S2” Home Entertainment TV 1 x 10” 1 x 20”
20th Century Fox
Branded Content
"Inside Track: Sports Climbing" 1 x 25min, 1 x 8 min & 1 x 2 min cutdowns. Series looking
at the science behind athletes and what makes them so extraordinary. This episode looks at
world champion boulder Shauna Coxsey and how she is adapting her training for the 2020
Olympics.
Red Bull Media House & Pioneer Productions
“Vodafone Firsts: Wing Walk” Firecracker Films
“Jaguar XE” Launch Film. 80min multi-camera live performance for the launch of Jaguar
XE.
“NCS” Online spots 2 x 30”
CC-Lab

